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 A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF THE ACOUSTIC CORRELATE OF DURATION 





Speech is a three-dimensional physical entity that consists of F0/pitch, intensity, and duration.  
This paper is the last of three publications devoted to a comprehensive review of the 
aforementioned correlates.  Koffi (2019) and Koffi (2020) focused on F0/Pitch and intensity 
respectively.  The current study is devoted entirely to duration. The goal behind these 
comprehensive reviews is to assemble in a single paper as much information as possible so that 
speech data can be interpreted accurately in accordance with acoustic phonetics, engineering, 
and speech signal processing norms.  With regard to duration, first, it must be noted that its 
measurements are to be interpreted linearly but not literally.  Secondly, it is worth emphasizing 
that speech signals have their own intrinsic durational characteristics.  Consequently, the duration 
of a syllable, a word, a phrase, or an utterance is the sum total of the intrinsic durations of its 
constitutive segments.  Yet, the duration of speech signals is also conditioned by factors as diverse 
as articulatory gestures, the syntactic distribution of words, the venue where the speech event takes 
place, the relationship between the talker and the hearer, the formality or informality of the 
occasion, the tempo of delivery, among others.    The key linguistic factors that affect duration are 
discussed in this paper.  Though the examples are mostly from American English and Anyi (a 
Niger-Congo/Akan language spoken in Côte d’Ivoire) the insights derived from this paper apply 
broadly to other languages because the speech production and perception mechanisms that 
undergird duration are the same for every language. 
 
Keywords: Duration, Gemination, JND of Duration, Intrinsic Duration, Consonant Geminates, 
Vowel Geminates, Cliticization, Clitic Pronouns, Floating Tone, Anyi Language 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 A two-pronged approach is used to investigate the acoustic correlate of duration in this 
paper.  The first focuses on when duration contributes to intelligibility.  Here, we are mostly 
interested in finding out how humans rely on the durational cues embedded in speech signals to 
discriminate between speech sounds.  The second approach deals with how duration contributes 
to phonemicity.  This happens when languages rely on the temporal cue to discriminate between 
lexical minimal pairs and grammatical constructions.  The organization of the paper mimics this 
two-pronged approach.  The first installment is devoted to speech segments that occur in English.   
The goal is to compare and contrast all sounds and rank their duration by natural class.  The second 
installment seeks to uncover how talkers and hearers of some languages rely on duration cues to 
encode and decode meaning.  Considerable attention is paid to duration in African languages 
because it is woefully understudied.  Regardless of focus, be it on intelligibility or on phonemicity, 
a uniform interpretive framework is used that draws from Just Noticeable Difference (JND) 
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1.1 Terminological Clarification 
The linguistic literature uses terms such as long or short, lengthening or shortening when 
describing the behavior of speech segments in some phonological environments.  We know 
intuitively what is implied by these terms even though we are often incapable of defining them 
precisely.  Our inability stems from the fact that these labels are impressionistic.  In IPA 
transcription, length is represented by placing the diacritic [:] next to the symbol representing the 
sound.   The same symbol is used to transcribe geminate segments.  This word is of Latin origin 
and means “twins.”  When a diacritic [:] is placed after a segment, as in [t:], it means that [t:] is 
produced twice as long or longer than a singleton [t] without a diacritic.   In acoustic phonetics, 
we quantify both [t:] and [t] in order to express their duration with an objective unit of time.  The 
standard unit for measuring transient and ephemeral events is expressed in seconds.  This explains 
why Praat, the premier software for measuring speech sounds, renders all measurements in 
seconds.  It is the responsibility of the user to convert duration data into in milliseconds, 
abbreviated as ms or msec by multiplying the measurement given in seconds by 1000.   In 
neuroscience, duration is measured in microsecond (µsec one millionth of a second).   This unit 
of duration is used because neurotransmitters transfer information from the auditory system to 
specialized portions of the brain at an astronomical speed.    However, in acoustic phonetics, the 
millisecond is all we need.  Uchanski (2005:218) summarizes several studies on speaking rate and 
notes that in conversational speech, speaking rates vary from 160 to 205 words per minute, 
abbreviated as wpm.  In some forms of clear speech (when speaking to people who are hard of 
hearing or when speaking in noisy environments), speaking rates decrease from 90 to 100 wpm.  
It stems from these studies that the average rate of conversational speech is about 170 wpm.  
 
1.1.1 Measurement Techniques 
 Duration is neither difficult nor easy to measure.  It all depends on which speech sound one 
is measuring.   Some are easier than others.  For example, measuring sibilants, vowels, nasals, and 
liquids is relatively easier than measuring the glides/semi-vowels [j] and [w].  All things being 
equal, measuring voiceless stops is easier than measuring their voiced counterparts.  In general, it 
is challenging to measure [b, θ, ð, f, v, w, j] because their spectrographic behavior is often not very 
straightforward.  Furthermore, measuring segments that occur in running speech is infinitely more 
difficult than measuring segments that occur in words uttered in isolation.  The main problem with 
measuring the duration of words in running speech is related to the velocity of speech and the 
amount of interlexical linking.  For example, in a fragment such as <and maybe>, some talkers 
mark a pause between <and> and <maybe>, but others delete the [d] of  <and>.  When this 
happens, the fragment becomes <an maybe>.  If the tempo of delivery is fast, the absence of a 
pause causes the fragment to be produced as <anmaybe>.  Such a fragment becomes difficult to 
analyze because it is not easy to determine where [n] stops and where [m] begins.  Ladefoged 
(2003:95-99, 142-143) acknowledges that measuring duration is not easy.  For this reason, he 
offers many useful tips.  
 
Among the sounds that are often difficult to measure is [b].  Phonetically, it is described as 
a voiced bilabial stop.  Because it is a stop, we expect to see a dark vertical line to appear on 
spectrographs.  This is called a stop gap.   It indicates that articulators have come together to seal 
off the movements of air molecules that ordinarily build behind the point of obstruction.  However, 
more often than not, voiced stops, and most notoriously [b], do not have this spectrographic 
behavior.  Other times, the stop gap is misleading because pulsation precedes the closure.  This 
2
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happens frequently when talkers produce negative Voice Onset Time (VOT), also known as 
prevoicing.  We see this in Figure 1 with regard to the [b] sound of <bees>.  The area 
corresponding to the negative VOT is enclosed inside the rectangle in the waveform and inside the 
oval in the spectrograph.  
 
 
Figure 1: Measuring Negative VOT 
 
Vowels are relatively easier to measure but there are caveats.  The beginning of vowels 
(onset) is easier to detect than the end (offset).  The onset appears where a dark steady state is 
seen in spectrographs.  On waveforms, we see the beginning of clearly defined periodic cycles in 
waveforms.  At the offset, the periodicity of vowels diminishes greatly, making it hard to know 
exactly where vowels end (Thomas 2011: 139).   Figure 2 exemplifies these issues very well: 
 
 
Figure 2: Determining Vowel Onsets and Offsets 
3
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The onset of the vowel abuts the rectangle.  The offset is depicted inside the red oval.  The rule of 
thumb in measuring the duration of vowels is to focus on their steady state or where the first period 
begins and where the last period ends.  
  
Complications surface when segments have similar spectrographic behaviors.  It is not easy 
to extract features in a word such as <wrestling> because [w] and [ɹ] look alike on spectrographs 
and in waveforms.  The same is true for [j] and [i] in a word such as <yield>.  In all the hard-to-
disentangle cases, one does what generations of acoustic phoneticians have done.  First, they 
expand the analysis window of the segment under consideration by zooming in once and at most 
twice.  Zooming in too many times blurs the segment and make it unrecognizable.  Praat comes 
with <in> and <out> buttons that allow users to zoom in on a sound to the desirable analysis 
window.   Secondly, phoneticians intently eyeball the segment.  Thirdly, they listen carefully as 
they move their cursors here and there until they are satisfied with where a segment begins and 
ends.   Measuring duration is one of the reasons why Ladefoged (2003:83, 94, 99, 101) refers to 
acoustic phonetics as “art and science.”  Being able to annotate duration is extremely important 
because the validity of features that are subsequently extracted depends on whether or not the onset 
and offset of speech sounds are determined accurately.  This matters a lot for studies that aim at 
speech digitalization.  
 
1.1.2 Data, Participants, and Methodology  
 The data for the first part of the paper comes from Central Minnesota English (CMNE) 
speakers (USA) reading the following elicitation paragraph:  
  
Please call Stella.  Ask her to bring these things with her from the store:  Six good spoons 
of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a foot-long sandwich as a 
snack for her brother Bob.  We also need a small plastic snake, the little yellow book, a 
rubber duck, and a paper I-pad.   She should not forget the dog video game and the big toy 
frog for the kids.   She must leave the faked gun at home but she may bring the ten sea 
turtles, the mat that my mom bought, and the black rug.  She can scoop these things into 
three red bags and two old backpacks.  We will go meet her, Sue, Jake, and Jenny 
Wednesday at the very last train station.  The station is between the bus stop and the cookie 
store on Flag Street.  We must meet there at 12 o’clock, for sure.  The entrance is at the 
edge of the zoo in Zone 4 under the zebra sign.  York’s Treasure Bank is the tall building 
in the left corner. She cannot miss it.   
 
This an augmented version of the very popular Speech Accent Archive elicitation paragraph that 
has been read by 2937 people from all over the world.1  I felt the need to augment it because some 
segments did not appear in the shorter version.  The data comes from students who enrolled in my 
acoustic phonetic course.  The vast majority were speakers of Central Minnesota English (CMNE) 
in their late 20s and 30s.  The data was collected over a period of 10 years and was approved by 
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Saint Cloud State University.  The participants were 
instructed to read the text as normally as they read in their daily lives.    In other words, duration 
of the English segments discussed in this paper occur in running speech, which Lisker and 
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The second set of data comes from Anyi, an Akan language spoken in Côte d’Ivoire by 
more than 1 million people.  Ten participants (nine men and one woman) were recruited to take 
part in this study aimed at verifying whether or not geminates exist in Anyi.  They are native 
speakers of Anyi Morofou, the largest dialect of Anyi.  They are also bilingual in Anyi and French.  
They were in their 40s and 50s at the time of the recording.  They were all employed by CATA 
(Anyi Literacy and Translation Center), an NGO fostering adult literacy in the Anyi language.  
They were asked to read phrases in which the target words were inserted.  Each phrase was read 
three times as naturally as possible.  The IRB of Saint Cloud State University approved this study 
in spring 2017 and data collection took place in summer 2017.  The recordings are sampled at 44.1 
KHz (16-bit quantization).   
 
1.1.3 Heuristic Duration Measurements of Speech Signals in Citation Form 
 Before embarking on the duration of speech segments in English, it is good to review the 
acoustic phonetic literature in order to familiarize ourselves with what previous research has 
uncovered about duration.   The information comes from a variety of sources but Klatt (1976) is 
the primary source:  
 
1. Intrinsic phonemic duration: Each segment has its own intrinsic or inherent duration, 
(Klatt 1976: 1210). 
2. Segmental of Duration of Vowels: Stressed vowels last on average 130 ms but unstressed 
vowels last 70 ms, (Klatt 1976: 1214).  
3. Vowel Lengthening: Vowels that precede voiced consonants are 50 to 100 ms longer, 
(Klatt 1976: 1219). 
4.  Duration of Consonants: Consonants last 70 ms on average, (Klatt 1976: 1209).  
5. Segmental Duration of Fricatives: Voiceless fricatives are about 40 ms longer than 
voiced fricatives, (Klatt 1976: 1213). 
6. Duration of Syllables: A typical syllable last 180 ms, (Klatt 1976:1209).  
7. Word Duration in Conversations: Words typically last from 150 to 250 ms, (Klatt 1976: 
1210).  Words that are emphasized are 10 to 20% longer, (Klatt 1976:1211). 
8. Pauses:  Pauses make up 18% of reading paragraphs and 50% in conversations (Klatt 1976: 
1210).  
9. Prepausal Lengthening: Syllables at the end of sentences and pauses are longer. Prepausal 
lengthening is 60 to 200 ms, (Klatt 1976:1211). 
10. Length of Sentence Factors: There is a general tendency for readers to talk faster when 
phrases or sentences are longer, (Klatt t1976:1212). 
11. Normal Speech Rate: The normal average rate of speaking is about 15 phonemes per 
second (Rabiner and Schafer 2011:6).  This amounts to about 67 ms per phoneme. 
12. Superfast Speech Rate: Artificially sped-up speech rate (as in auctioneer chant) is 40-50 
phonemes per second (Pinker 1999:3, 138). This amounts to about 20-25 ms per phoneme. 
13. Duration of Word: Words spoken in continuous speech sentences are generally much 
shorter in duration than when spoken in isolation often up to 50% shorter (Rabiner and 
Schafer 2011:924).   
14. Optimal duration: Temporal neurons fire at their best for durations between 10 to 300 ms 
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Other researchers have provided additional insights on duration.  For example, French and 
Steinberg (1947:100) report that conversations at a rate of 200 words per minute correspond to 
about four syllables and ten speech sounds per second.  Gray and Wise (1959:132) add the 
following: “The varying rates of speech have been studied and reported by a number of observers.  
These rates range from somewhere near 100 wpm, with an average duration of sounds from 100 
ms to somewhat less than 20 ms.”   Koreman (2006:582) explains that the durational differences 
between segments correlate with articulatory timing, that is, “Segmental effects of speech rate are 
reflected in the articulation rate.”   
  
1.2 Interpretive Framework  
Laboratory and empirical experiments going as far back as 1920s have uncovered 
important Just Noticeable Difference (JND) thresholds at which one speech signal is auditorily 
perceived as lasting longer than another speech signal.  These important JNDs are summarized 
here as follows:  
 
1. Of two speech signals A and B lasting < 200 ms, A is perceived as being longer than B if 
and only if the temporal distance between them is ³ 10 ms. 
2. Of two speech signals A and B lasting ³ 200-299 ms, A is perceived as being longer than 
B if and only if the temporal distance between them is ³ 20 ms.  
3. Of two speech signals A and B lasting ³ 300-399ms, A is perceived as being longer than 
B if and only if the temporal distance between them is ³ 30 ms. 
4. Of two speech signals A and B lasting ³ 400-499 ms, A is perceived as being longer than 
B if and only if, the temporal distance between them is ³ 40 ms. 
5. Of two speech signals A and B lasting ³ 500-599 ms, A is perceived as being longer than 
B if and only if the temporal distance between them is ³ 50 ms. 
The source for the JND of 10 ms is Fant (1960:233) who credits Harvey Fletcher for having 
discovered it in 1929.   The source of the JND for a signal lasting longer than 200 ms is Stevens 
(2000:228-9), the one for 300 ms is in Lehiste (1970:13).  Most experiments do not bother with 
speech signals lasting more than 300 ms because the optimal duration for auditory signal 
perception is between 10-300 ms (Yost 2007:148-149).    Even so, Quene (2004:153,156) has 
proposed that 10% is a good rule of thumb for the JND of auditory perception.   This can be used 
for signals lasting more than the optimal duration.  It is, however, important to keep in mind that 
people with normal hearing do not need to listen to the entire duration of a speech sound before 
identifying it accurately.  Blumstein and Stevens (1980:660) note that a temporal integration of 
10-20 ms suffices.    
 
1.3 The Auditory and Neural Processing of Duration 
 Additional investigations have uncovered that frequency, intensity, and duration are 
processed separately.   A seminal study by Fry (1955) and Fry (1958) showed that the acoustic 
correlates of speech are independent of each other.  Yet, they work interdependently.  Recent 
neuroscientific investigations have confirmed that specialized neurotransmitters ferry frequency, 
intensity, and duration signals separately to the Central Auditory Network System (CANS) for 
processing (Yost 2007:148, 149, 223).   Furthermore, Yost (2007:148, 149, 223) notes that 
“temporal neurons fire at their best for durations between 10 to 300 ms.”  Coincidentally, this is 
also the optimal duration of most speech signals in running speech.    
6
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In the older literature, efforts were made to establish some kind of dependency relation 
between duration and frequency on the one hand, and between duration and intensity on the 
other.   Hirsh (1959:763) found some weak correlations between intensity and duration: “At 90 
dB, a tone appears to start earlier as its duration is increased, for both a short (7 msec) and a long 
(15 msec) rise-time.  These effects are less important, however, than the general agreement.”   It 
is worth noting that for a correlation to exist at all, the intensity has to be increased to 90 dB.   But 
when speech is produced at 90 dB, it means that the interlocutors are in a shouting match (see 
Koffi 2020).  Normal speech occurs between 60 to 70 dB.  For all intents and purposes, there is no 
correlation between intensity and duration in normal interactions between interlocutors.  Scharf 
(1998:1186) concurs and states that “For the most part, loudness is independent of sound duration.” 
There is also no verifiable correlation between duration and frequency.  Abel (1972:1222) states 
that “The results of the experiment indicate that duration discrimination is independent of signal 
bandwidth and amplitude for a wide range of base durations.”  Yost (2007: 223) sums up the lack 
of correlations between frequency, intensity, and duration as follows, “Different auditory neurons 
perceive the different physical components of sounds.  Some perceive frequencies, others perceive 
intensity, while others perceive duration.”  Yet, as noted earlier, at a certain point, integration 
takes place and all three correlates come together to help perceive speech sounds.   
 
2.0 The Durational Characteristics of Consonants  
 Now that the groundwork has been laid and the interpretive framework has been given, we 
are in a position to discuss the idiosyncratic durational characteristics of speech sounds.   We begin 
with consonants.   Since there are 30 of them in American English, we cannot discuss each one 
separately.  So, we examine them according to the natural classes to which they below.  In so 
doing, we follow the traditional phonetic classification of consonants according to their manner of 
articulation.  We begin with stops and conclude with approximants.   After consonants, we turn 
our attention to vowels.  
 
2.1 Duration of Stop Consonants 
    When studying the duration of stop consonants, experts focus mainly on Voice Onset 
Time (VOT).  It is defined as the amount of time that elapses when the articulators come together 
and to when they part.  It is universally believed to be the most robust cue that talkers and hearers 
rely on to encode and decode stops.   Kent and Read (1992:120) note that it has been one of the 
most frequently measured phenomena in speech research.  Ladefoged (2003:98) adds that “When 
making the description of a language, the VOT of stop consonants should always be given, as it 
varies considerably from one language to another.”   It is studied again in this paper because, to 
the best of my knowledge, VOT measurements do not exist for CMNE.   
 
 The VOT measurements for [p] are extracted from <peas, paper, pad>, [b] form <Bob, 
book, backpack>, [t] from <toy, ten, turtle>, [d] from <dog, duck, day>, [k] from <call, cookies, 
corner>, and [g] from <good, game, go>.  This way, each segment appears in three different words.  
In all these words, VOT is extracted from segments that appear in the onset (beginning of words).  
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Speakers (30) [p] [b] [t] [d] [k] [g] 
Speaker 1F 38 21 55 18 60 26 
Speaker 2M 53 24 56 -29 42 31 
Speaker 3M 48 25 53 12 43 24 
Speaker 4F 57 15 45 16 56 19 
Speaker 5F 64 32 53 32 54 28 
Speaker 6M 32 5 55 16 50 6 
Speaker 7F 26 17 37 23 47 42 
Speaker 8M 24 -18 32 -7 38 20 
Speaker 9M 39 24 49 12 71 14 
Speaker 10M 37 15 36 9 52 19 
Speaker 11F 57 29 63 34 81 26 
Speaker 12F 35 11 36 13 52 13 
Speaker 13F 43 12 54 59 45 50 
Speaker 14M 45 60 56 37 34 35 
Speaker 15F 20 9 30 14 25 15 
Speaker 17M 49 16 53 18 57 26 
Speaker 18F 53 11 63 22 65 25 
Speaker 19M 41 16 35 2 50 -8 
Speaker 20M 35 17 63 23 61 19 
Speaker 21M  34 15 33 18 58 28 
Speaker 22F 32 12 37 24 38 7 
Speaker 23F 25 -20 64 -12 48 -25 
Speaker 24F 30 2 43 12 34 -34 
Speaker 25M 22 7 33 11 37 -15 
Speaker 26M 58 -33 74 15 61 35 
Speaker 27F 60 -34 73 -5 65 20 
Speaker 28F 43 8 51 20 67 24 
Speaker 29F 30 12 35 13 30 11 
Speaker 30F 57 18 75 10 52 15 
Average 40 8 49 13 50 15 
St. Deviation 12 18 13 12 13 18 
Lisker&Abramson 28 7/-65 39 9/-56 43 17/-45 
Table 1: Duration of Stop Consonants 
 
In the classic study by Lisker and Abramson (1964:410), the VOT of voiceless stops 
increases in length from the front of the mouth towards the back.  This is illustrated by the fact that 
the VOT of [p] (28 ms) is shorter than that of [t] (39 ms), which is also shorter than that of [k] (43 
ms).  This generalization holds true also for CMNE speakers.  Another important generalization is 
that the VOT of voiceless segments is considerably longer than that of voiced segments: [p] (40 
ms) vs. [b] (8 ms), [t] (49 ms) vs. [d] (13 ms), and [k] (50 ms) vs. [g] (15 ms).  The temporal 
distances between them are respectively 32 ms, 36 ms, and 35 ms.   Essentially, this means that 
duration is a robust cue that CMNE speakers rely on to encode and decode differences between 
stop consonants.  The durational difference increases exponentially when a person produces 
negative VOT such as Speaker 23F who produces only negative VOTs.   Finally, we note in 
passing that there is an impressive interspeaker variability in VOTs, as shown in Table 1.  Also, 
as a group, CMNE speakers produce longer VOTs for voiceless stops than the English speakers in 
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2.2 Duration of Fricatives and Affricates  
   English has nine fricatives [f, v, θ, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, h] and two affricates [t͡ ʃ, d͡ʒ].  Ladefoged 
and Maddieson (1996:139) lament the fact that these segments have not been sufficiently studied, 
even in American English.  To date, the only major study is Jongman et al.’s (2000).  Their 
measurements are based on segments produced by 20 participants (10 males and 10 females).  
Their findings afford us the opportunity to compare and contrast fricatives in CMNE with those of 
other speakers of American English.   The words from which frication measurements are abstracted 
are as follows: the duration of [s] is based on <six, sandwich, Sue>,  [z] on <zoo, zone, zebra>, [f] 
on <five, faked, forger>, [v] on <video, very, five>, [θ] on <things, thick, three>, [ð] on <these, 
the1, the2>, [ʃ] on <she, should, sure>,  [ʒ] on <treasure>, [h] on <home, her1, her2>, [tʃ] on 
<cheese, sandwich>, and [dʒ] on <Jake, Jenny, edge>.   All in all, 650 fricatives were measured 
(9 fricatives/affricates x 3 repetitions x 22 participants).  This includes 44 tokens for [ʒ] and 12 
tokens for [h].  
 
Speakers (21) s z f v θ ð ʃ ʒ h tʃ dʒ 
Speaker 1F 105 95 127 63 82 75 102 93  79 51 
Speaker 2M 111 58 113 83 88 56 96 64  90 54 
Speaker 3M 122 142 98 52 80 73 122 123  68 44 
Speaker 4F 161 157 84 51 68 38 162 103  169 67 
Speaker 5F 135 143 109 54 180 123 189 78  80 76 
Speaker 6M 132 121 88 64 48 33 102 74  93 73 
Speaker 7F 165 179 166 76 96 52 132 86  155 93 
Speaker 8M 114 135 90 43 124 77 89 38  82 59 
Speaker 9M 120 149 60 42 45 51 124 123  90 80 
Speaker 10M 178 143 87 38 40 86 149 96  120 69 
Speaker 11F 169 38 117 71 78 40 137 35  114 46 
Speaker 12F 147 136 134 59 96 75 98 89  96 56 
Speaker 13F 121 61 114 34 87 21 92 51 872 64 46 
Speaker 14M 128 76 85 68 49 68 102 123 53 62 69 
Speaker 15F 103 99 95 74 95 48 96 54 56 129 94 
Speaker 17M 138 78 96 61 24 28 123 61 28 70 52 
Speaker 18F 173 71 113 89 101 71 123 84 60 96 88 
Speaker 19M 118 94 113 69 103 43 101 76 93 94 48 
Speaker 20M 172 90 61 66 62 49 111 200 74 69 57 
Speaker 21M  153 87 135 49 93 42 126 66 54 136 69 
Speaker 22F 145 86 41 48 52 25 109 76 66 92 59 
Average 138 106 101 59 80 55 118 85 63 97 64 
St. Deviation 24 38 28 14 34 24 25 36 19 29 15 
Jongman (2000) 178 118 166 80 168 88 178 123 NA NA NA 
Table 2: Duration of Fricative and Affricates 
 
Overall, CMNE talkers produce shorter fricatives compared with the participants in 
Jongman et al.’s study.3   A generalization can be made that, in CMNE as well as in Jongman et 
al., duration is a robust cue for discriminating between voiceless and voiced fricatives.  In CMNE, 
 
2 Initially I followed the prevailing view and did not measure the duration of [h].  However, I later changed my view 
and began measuring it.  This explains why many slots are empty. 
3 It is unclear as to whether or not Jongman et al.’s participants produced fricative in running speech or in citation 
form.  I suspect that they produced them in citation form. 
9
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[s] is 32 ms longer than [z], [f] is 42 ms longer than [v], [θ] is 25 ms longer than [ð], [ʃ] is 33 ms 
longer than [ʒ], and [tʃ] is 33 ms longer than [dʒ].  The only notable difference is between Jongman 
et al.’s participants and CMNE speakers is that, in the former, [s] (178 ms) and [ʃ] (178 ms) have 
the same duration, whereas in the latter, they are different, [s] (138 ms) is 20 ms longer than [ʃ] 
(118 ms).   This difference may be valuable for dialect discrimination tasks.   
 
2.3 Duration of Nasals 
It is hard to find studies about the duration of nasal segments.    Important acoustic phonetic 
studies are easily found about their spectral characteristics (F0, F1, F2, F3) but not so much about 
their duration.   Only two studies were readily available for comparison.  The first is Kurowski and 
Blumstein (1983) and the second is Narayan (2008:198).  The duration measurements in the former 
are not based on real English words, but rather on the nonsense syllables [mi, me, ma, mo, mu] 
and [ni, ne, na, no, nu] produced by 10 participants.   The duration measurements in Narayan’s 
study are from Filipino.    For the current study, duration measurements are extracted from the 
following words: [m] in <mat, may, meet>, [n] in <need, not, Jenny>, [ŋ] in <things1, things2>.  
Collectively, the participants produced 320 nasal tokens (3 [m]s x 40 participants + 3 [n]s x 40 
participants + 2 [ŋ]s x 40 participants). 
 
Speakers (40) [m] [n] [ŋ] 
Speaker 1F 72 46 84 
Speaker 2M 68 58 76 
Speaker 3M 72 89 92 
Speaker 4F 24 25 106 
Speaker 5F 72 84 125 
Speaker 6M 103 85 123 
Speaker 7F 72 97 131 
Speaker 8M 78 68 86 
Speaker 9M 90 60 136 
Speaker 10M 31 64 97 
Speaker 11F 91 90 109 
Speaker 12F 109 103 133 
Speaker 13F 83 78 119 
Speaker 14M 60 87 125 
Speaker 15F 73 61 119 
Speaker 17M 98 85 163 
Speaker 18F 39 70 129 
Speaker 19M 64 87 90 
Speaker 20M 97 64 166 
Speaker 21M  82 64 75 
Speaker 22F 72 58 101 
Speaker 23F 91 111 127 
Speaker 24F 54 64 113 
Speaker 25M 93 86 93 
Speaker 26M 88 89 128 
Speaker 27F 40 60 131 
Speaker 28F 124 115 129 
Speaker 29F 69 63 90 
Speaker 30F 100 69 119 
Speaker 31M 88 45 91 
Speaker 32M 108 65 100 
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Table 3: Duration of Nasal Consonants 
 
A very important insight from Kurowski and Blumstein’s (1983:388) study is that “the nasal 
murmur provides much information for the perception of place of articulation ... Thus, the natural 
speech murmurs contained sufficient information for both place and manner of articulation with 
as little as 50 ms duration.”   This means that when listening to naturally occurring speech, hearers 
do not need to wait until the whole nasal segment has been produced before knowing whether it is 
[m], [n], or [ŋ]. 
 
The duration of nasals produced by CMNE talkers is considerably shorter than those in 
Kurowski and Blumstein (1983).  Again, CMNE speakers produced real words in running speech 
whereas the participants in Kurowski and Blumstein’s study uttered syllables in isolation.  The 
measurements in CMNE cannot be directly compared with Narayan (2008:198) because English 
and Filipino are two different languages.  This caveat notwithstanding, similarities exist and a 
duration hierarchy of some sort can be deduced: velar nasals last longer than bilabial nasals, which 
in turn last longer than alveolar nasals.   In English, the durational distance between [ŋ] (109 ms) 
and [m] (79 ms) is 30 ms, which is three times the JND required for auditory discrimination.  The 
same is true for [ŋ] (109 ms) and [n] (72 ms).  This may explain why, even when [ŋ] is reduced to 
[ˈn] in casual speech, hearers perceive a difference between it and the plain [n].   
 
At first glance, duration does not seem to play any role in the intelligibility of [m] (79 ms) 
and [n] (72 ms) because the temporal difference between them is only 7 ms, which is below the 
JND of 10 ms.  However, when we scrutinize the data closely, we notice that duration discriminates 
between [m] and [n] for 34 out of 40 participants.    It fails to do so only for 6 participants.  The 
case of [m] and [n] is a good example of what statisticians refer to as “the tyranny of averages,” 
that is, in some instances, the arithmetic mean obscures important insights about the data.  This 
may very well be the case of what is going on in Table 3.  Even so, it is not unreasonable to wonder 
whether or not duration is really a robust cue for differentiating [m] from [n].  In Kurowski and 
Blumstein (1983:388), the difference between them is only 2 ms.  In Narayan (2008:198) also, the 
difference between them is only 3 ms.   It is quite likely that spectral characteristics play a more 
prominent role in discriminating between nasals.  This may then explain why researchers have not 
paid close attention to the temporal properties of nasals.   
 
2.4 Duration of Approximants 
The most comprehensive acoustic phonetic study of approximants in American English is 
found in Espy-Wilson (1992).  She measured several spectral characteristics of [l, ɬ, ɹ, w, j] but she 
Speaker 33M 71 79 81 
Speaker 34F 78 55 90 
Speaker 35M 104 55 79 
Speaker 36F 91 82 110 
Speaker 37F 91 69 109 
Speaker 38F 88 66 80 
Speaker 39F 85 56 118 
Speaker 40F 86 58 105 
Average 79 72 109 
St. Deviation 21 18 22 
Kurowski 118 116 NA 
Narayan 123 120 134 
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provided no measurements for duration.  In spite of my best efforts, I have not yet located a single 
study that provides duration measurements for approximants.  So, I have no measurements with 
which to compare and contrast the durations in Table 4.    
 
The words from which duration cues are extracted are as follows: dark [ɬ] occurs in <call, 
also, will>, clear [l] in <last, leave, left>, the rhotic [ɹ] is found in <rubber, rug, red>, the semi-
vowel [w] in <we, Wednesday, will>, and the glide [j] in <yellow, York>.  The number of tokens 
is 560 (3 repetitions of [l, ɬ, ɹ, w] x 40 and 2 repetitions of [j] x 40).   
 
Speakers (40) [ɬ] [l] [ɹ] [w] [j] 
Speaker 1F 31 66 36 59 56 
Speaker 2M 144 72 61 49 83 
Speaker 3M 112 84 52 62 58 
Speaker 4F 38 51 43 33 56 
Speaker 5F 37 59 79 62 53 
Speaker 6M 81 99 72 71 122 
Speaker 7F 41 90 60 43 35 
Speaker 8M 84 93 74 61 132 
Speaker 9M 69 71 68 50 158 
Speaker 10M 53 78 67 56 125 
Speaker 11F 99 97 81 50 131 
Speaker 12F 172 112 76 50 134 
Speaker 13F 81 58 52 50 81 
Speaker 14M 61 59 58 37 104 
Speaker 15F 46 71 58 31 68 
Speaker 17M 58 64 48 57 165 
Speaker 18F 48 57 48 46 103 
Speaker 19M 87 76 91 66 141 
Speaker 20M 67 74 67 50 117 
Speaker 21M  97 65 84 50 83 
Speaker 22F 23 48 64 50 61 
Speaker 23F 86 100 45 57 63 
Speaker 24F 88 101 52 55 47 
Speaker 25M 54 53 72 43 33 
Speaker 26M 64 60 65 63 70 
Speaker 27F 115 107 88 93 90 
Speaker 28F 69 64 85 91 76 
Speaker 29F 51 61 35 54 44 
Speaker 30F 45 71 68 91 48 
Speaker 31M 40 61 43 35 40 
Speaker 32M 88 96 49 44 58 
Speaker 33M 61 61 67 47 97 
Speaker 34F 68 72 83 61 71 
Speaker 35M 58 104 64 51 203 
Speaker 36F 38 51 43 33 56 
Speaker 37F 73 84 63 63 61 
Speaker 38F 70 50 70 70 110 
Speaker 39F 46 66 82 73 58 
Speaker 40F 136 76 101 68 70 
Average 71 73 64 55 86 
St. Deviation 32 17 16 14 40 
Table 4: Duration of Approximant Consonants 
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The durations of dark [ɬ] and clear [l] are respectively 71 ms and 73 ms, with only 2 ms 
difference between them.  Since the temporal distance is below the JND of 10 ms, we conclude 
that talkers and hearers do not depend on it to encode and decode differences between these two 
types of [l]s.  In fact, this is true.  The difference between the two [l]s in American English is 
completely dependent on their distributional patterns and the spectral properties of F2 and F3.  
Clear [l] occurs at the beginning of words/syllables, while dark [ɬ] is found mostly at the end of 
words/syllable codas.  Duration does not discriminate between [l] (73 ms) and the rhotic [ɹ] (64 
ms) either.  The difference between them is 9 ms, which is close to the JND, and yet still below it. 
  
The “tyranny of averages” applies here also.   For 29 out of 40 participants, the duration 
between [l] and [ɹ] is well beyond the JND of 10 ms.  However, for 11 talkers, duration is not a 
robust auditory cue.  This is probably the reason why acoustic phonetic findings have pointed to 
F3 as being the most robust correlate for differentiating laterals and rhotics. Duration is also not a 
robust cue for differentiating [ɹ] (64 ms) from [w] (55 ms) because it is below the JND required 
for auditory perception.   This may explain why American children often confuse these two 
segments up to age six or beyond (Fromkin et al. 2014:406).  Some children confuse [l] (73 ms) 
and [j] (86 ms) but not as pervasively and not as late as they do for [ɹ] and [w].   The confusion 
between [l] and [j] is more quickly overcome by children because most adults differentiate between 
them since their durational difference is higher than the JND (13 ms).  Sooner than later, children 
rely on temporal cues to differentiate between [l] from [j].  
  
  Temporal cues are also important in the auditory perception of trills and flaps.    
Ladefoged (2003:151) provides the following formula for calculating trilling/flapping rates:  
 
 
The numerator is the absolute duration in milliseconds.  It is always 1000 because 1 second equals 
1000 milliseconds.  The denominator is the duration of the actual segment under consideration. 
The JND for perceiving a rhotic as a trill is ≥ 22 Hz (Ladefoged 2003:151).   Anything below this 
JND is a flap.  When 1000 ms is divided by the average duration of [ɹ] (64 ms), we conclude that 
CMNE talkers flap their [ɹ]s because the vibration rate is 15 Hz.  
 
3.0 Duration of Vowels  
Hillenbrand et al. (1995:3103) include duration measurements in their study of vowels.  
The authors investigated Midwest vowels in citation form.  Koffi and Krause (2020:60-85) 
replicated their methodology to study CMNE vowels.  But the vowels that they measured occurred 
in running speech, whereas the vowels that Hillenbrand et al. studied occurred in citation form.  
The words that contain the vowels under consideration are [i] in <please, peas, street>, [ɪ] in <with, 
thick, kid>, [e] in <maybe, paper, station>, [ɛ] in <yellow, red,left>,  [æ] in <ask, pad, last>, [ɑ] in 
<Bob, dog, frog>, [ɔ] in <small, call, also>, [o] in <also, old, o’clock>, [u] in <blue, spoon, zoo>, 
[ʊ] in <foot, book, cookies>, and [ʌ] in <rubber, duck, must>.  Collectively, the 17 female 
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Words fleece kit face dress trap lot cloth goat foot goose strut 
Running Speech [i] [ɪ] [e] [ɛ] [æ] [ɑ] [ɔ] [o] [ʊ] [u] [ʌ] 
Speaker 1F 132 80 117 109 141 168 155 163 116 142 162 
Speaker 2F 179 135 167 75 183 244 155 156 180 224 182 
Speaker 3F 221 102 174 108 211 227 328 197 118 217 138 
Speaker 4F 153 115 135 83 173 250 80 168 101 207 126 
Speaker 5F 150 84 156 102 182 252 101 102 96 160 123 
Speaker 6F 142 109 121 60 170 203 51 107 130 163 149 
Speaker 7F 86 73 92 61 131 153 71 83 86 153 118 
Speaker 8F 148 113 115 71 171 147 113 136 85 191 122 
Speaker 9F 232 133 119 98 143 191 144 131 116 209 156 
Speaker 10F 148 69 122 80 142 190 83 100 89 192 120 
Speaker 15F 174 98 120 78 157 122 63 66 102 155 150 
Speaker 16F 129 80 100 78 156 149 59 164 95 158 134 
Speaker 17F 141 71 103 64 131 136 109 45 97 137 116 
Average 156 97 127 82 160 187 116 124 108 177 138 
St. Deviation 38 22 25 17 23 45 72 44 25 30 20 
Table 5: Duration of Female Vowels 
 
Many observations can be made but we will limit ourselves to the most significant ones.  
The first is that, collectively, the five tense vowels [i, e, ɑ, o, u] (154 ms) are longer than the six 
lax vowels [ɪ, ɛ, æ, ɔ, ʊ, ʌ] (116 ms) by 38 ms.  This finding confirms what other studies have 
found, namely that vowel duration is not phonemic in English, yet talkers and hearers rely on it to 
encode and decode vowels.   Secondly, the measurements indicate that low vowels as a whole are 
longer than all other vowels in CMNE.   The longest vowels are respectively the “lot” vowel [ɑ] 
(187 ms), the “trap” vowel [æ] (167 ms), and the “cloth” [ɔ] (116 ms).   It is worth noting also that 
CMNE speakers produce the “goose” vowel [u] (177 ms) very long.  It is, in fact, the second 
longest vowel in Table 5, followed by the “fleece” vowel [i] as a distant third.  Lisker (1973:225) 
made a similar observation.  The vowels [i] and [u] are among the longest vowels in the Midwest 
according to Hillenbrand et al.’s measurements.   Thirdly, two high vowels [i, u] and the two low 
vowels [ɑ, æ] are the longest vowels in Table 5 and also in the Midwest.  These vowels are usually 
referred to as “corner vowels.”  There is a universal tendency for corner vowels to be longer than 
“inside” vowels.    
 
3.1 Intrinsic Duration Hierarchy in English 
Many authors, including Gao et al. (2011:7), have noted that: “Phonological segments 
differ in duration.”  This confirms Klatt’s (1976:1217) observation that “Duration serves as a cue 
to the phonetic identity of many segment types.”  The measurements discussed so far support this 
view.    Figure 3 provides a visual summary of the durational characteristics of English sounds 
according to their natural classes: 
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Figure 3: Duration of English Segments by Natural Class 
 
The information compiled in the previous sections allows us to rank the duration of English speech 
sounds hierarchically as follows:  
 
Vowels (135 ms) > Fricatives (88 ms) > Nasals (87 ms) >glides (70 ms) > 
liquids (69 ms) > stops (30 ms) 
  
This ranking is based on the combined averages of segments in each natural class.  No claim about 
universality is made here, but one should not be surprised if this ranking holds for a wide variety 
of languages.   It follows from the evidence presented so far that the total duration of words in an 
utterance depends on the intrinsic duration of individual segments that make up that word.  
Consequently, statements such as Word X is longer than Word Y should  take into account the 
duration of the individual segments that make Words X and Y.   
 
4.0 Scope of Geminate Languages 
  The first installment has focused on English, a language in which duration is important for 
segmental intelligibility, but in which duration is not phonemic.  In the remainder of the paper, we 
turn our attention to languages where duration is phonemic, that is, languages in which the meaning 
of words or grammatical structures changes solely because one segment is longer than another.    
The term geminate has been used to describe segments with long durations.    In some languages, 
geminates are two, three, or four times longer than singletons.  Ladefoged and Maddieson 
(1996:92-95) list some languages in which geminates occur.  Kubozono (2017) states that 
geminate languages are found all over the world: Asia, Middle East, Africa, and Europe.   
However, relatively speaking, languages with geminates are not many.  Rojczyk and Porzuczek 
(2019:4171) note that UPSID (UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database) lists only 12 out 
of 451 languages as having geminates.  This barely amounts to 3% of world languages.  Ridouane 

















Vowels Fricatives Nasals Glides Liquids Stops
Duration in ms
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4.1 Duration Measurements in Geminate Languages 
In order for claims about gemination to be taken seriously, there must quantifiable evidence.  
The following is an overview of languages in which claims of gemination have been backed up 
with actual acoustic phonetic measurements.  Hansen and Myers (2017) discuss consonant length 
contrast in Persian.  They display duration measurements in Table 4, page 190, which show that 
geminate consonants are in fact longer than singletons in Persian.  Kawahara contributed a chapter 
to a book on geminates in Japanese.  His measurements show Japanese geminates are on average 
three to four times longer than their singleton counterparts.  Rojczyk and Porzuczek (2019) provide 
duration measurements of geminates in Polish. Their Table II displays durations differences 
between singleton and geminate consonants.   In general, Polish geminates are also two or three 
times longer than singletons.  For example, singleton stops last 88 ms but geminates are 233 ms 
long, singleton fricatives are 112 ms but geminates are 224 ms long.  The same goes for affricates: 
119 ms vs. 264 ms, and nasals: 72 ms vs. 203 ms.   Ridouane (2007) studied the temporal 
characteristics of singletons and geminates in Tashlhiyt Berber.  On p. 128, Table 5, he provides 
duration information.  For every type of segment, geminate consonants are two times or more 
longer than singletons.    Raymond and Parker (2005) conducted a study of initial and medial 
geminate trills in Arop-Lokep, a language spoken in Papua New-Guinea.  On Page 104, Table 2, 
they report that the mean duration of /r/ in /raj/ is 38.2 ms vs. 41.6 ms for /rr/ is /rraj/ is.  If we go 
strictly by JND, /rr/ does not qualify as a geminate because it is only 3.4 ms longer than /r/.   
However, the authors used “number of contacts” as a determinant of gemination.  By this criterion, 
/rr/ in /rraj/ is a geminate because it has 5.06 contacts on average vs. 3.24 ms for /r/ in /raj/. An 
auditory perception test revealed that hearers discriminated accurately between /r/ and /rr/ in 114 
out of 116 test tokens.   The take-away from their study is that duration may not be the only test 
for gemination, but more often than not, it is the most widely used test.    
 
4.2 Geminates in some African Languages 
It is my contention that geminates are widespread in Niger-Congo languages.  However, this 
phenomenon has not been studied from the perspective of acoustic phonetics.   Blevins (2008) lists 
a large number of languages in which geminates occur.  Among them are nine African languages, 
none of which belongs to the Niger-Congo family.  The term “geminate” does not even appear in 
the index of influential books on Niger-Congo languages.  However, Newman (1996:541-549) 
mentions geminates in Hausa.  Maddieson (1984:318) mentions Hausa but does not list it among 
geminate languages.  Inferences that geminates may be found in Niger-Congo languages can de 
deduced from a quote such as the following:  
 
Words and tenses were even more slippery because of the unsatisfactory Gĩkũyũ 
orthography.  Gĩkũyũ language had been reduced to writing by non-native speakers such 
as Europeans missionaries and they could not always identify the various lengths of 
vowels.  The distinction between the short and long vowels is very important in Gĩkũyũ 
prose and poetry.  But the prevailing orthography often left the reader to guess whether to 
prolong or shorten the vowel sound.  This would be very tiring for an extended piece of 
prose.  This lack of means of making distinction between the long and short vowel sounds 
assumed a previous knowledge of all the words on the part of the reader.  I tried to solve 
the problem by using double vowels before I could get used to it.  And even then it was 
never finally satisfactory for what it called for was a new letter or a new marker for the 
long vowel [Italics added for emphasis] (Wa Thiong’o 1986:74). 
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This quote underscores at least two realities.  First, a phonemic contrast exists in Gĩkũyũ between 
short and long vowels.  Secondly, failure to notice it causes reading difficulties.   A few years ago, 
I had a student from Uganda in one of my classes.   His name is Martin Ssekitto.   I was curious 
about the spelling of his last name because it begins with two <ss>s and also contains two <tt>s.  
I inquired about the double graphemes in the spelling of his last name.  He told me that in his 
native language, Luganda, the meaning of some words changes depending on whether or not they 
are said with a short [s]s or a long [s:]s, a short [t]s or a long [t:]s.  As it turns out, Luganda has a 
large number of geminates, as shown by its consonant table displayed in Figure 4:  
 
 
          Figure 4: Geminates in Luganda4 
 
In my search for geminates in Niger-Congo languages, I came across an allusion that Ladefoged 
(1982:226) made to Luganda.  He provided the lexical minimal pairs [`kkúlà] (treasure) and [kúlà] 
(grow up) as evidence.  Ladefoged and Maddieson (199694-95) also mention Luganda.  It has 
more geminates than the languages that have been heralded in the literature as the poster children 
of gemination.  As Figure 4 shows, Luganda has geminate stops, geminate fricatives, and geminate 
nasals.  Unfortunately, I have not been able to find any acoustic phonetic study on Luganda, or 
any African language for that matter, that provides duration measurements.  The lack of research 
on gemination in Niger-Congo languages is due to the fact it is hard for non-native speakers of a 
language to notice it (see the aforementioned explanation by Wa Thiong’o).  I suspect that 
gemination is far more widespread in Niger-Congo languages and acoustic phonetic investigations 
must be carried out to bring it to light.  While waiting for such these investigations to begin for 
other languages, I highlight gemination in Anyi for the remainder of the paper.  
 
4.2.1 Geminate and Singleton Vowels in Anyi  
    Anyi is an Akan language spoken in eastern Côte d’Ivoire and western Ghana.  Previous 
studies have not listed it among the languages in which gemination occurs.   However, I provide 
duration measurements to show that Anyi talkers and hearers rely on gemination to encode and 
decode lexical items and grammatical constructions.   Making a case for gemination in Niger-
Congo languages is not straightforward.   Ladefoged (1968:33) wrestled with this issue as follows:  
 
 
4 Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luganda#Consonants.  
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Discussion of vowel length is always complicated by the interaction of the phonological 
analysis of length and tone.  … In general, it would seem that when, as in many Kwa 
languages, perceptually long vowels can be on one pitch or involve a change in pitch, and 
when these vowels can occur in the same phonological structures as sequences of different 
vowels, then it is preferable to regard them as two vowels. 
 
Let’s illustrate what Ladefoged is talking about with the example of the lexical triplet below:  
 
1. [bó] 135 ms (to break) vs. [bǒ] 159 ms (farmland)  
2. [bó] 135 ms (to break) vs. [bô] 153 ms (nose) 
3. [bô] 153 ms (nose) vs.       [bǒ] 159 ms (farmland) 
 
In the first example, the duration of the singleton vowel [ó] in [bó] is 135 ms vs. 159 ms for the 
geminate vowel [ǒ] in [bǒ].  The difference between the two vowels is 24 ms, which is twice the 
JND for auditory discrimination.  Since the advent of Autosegmental Phonology, a consensus has 
emerged that a word such as [bǒ] consists of two short vowels, each with its own tone (Goldsmith 
1990:40).  For this reason, [bǒ] can also be transcribed phonetically as [bòó].   Such a transcription 
brings forth clearly that vowels that have contour tones are underlyingly geminates.  The difference 
between [ó] of [bó] (135 ms) and the [ô] of [bô], transcribed phonetically as [bóò] (153 ms), is 18 
ms, which is also longer than the required JND of 10 ms.    The durational characteristics of both 
[ô] and [ǒ] prove that they are geminates in relation to [ó], which is a singleton.   Quaireau’s 
(1987:48) measurements of singleton versus geminates vowels in Anyi led him to conclude that 
vowels with contour tones are 50 ms longer than vowels with single tones.  In other words, 
geminate and singleton vowels exist in Anyi.   
 
Now, let’s turn to the vowels in [bô] (153 ms) vs. [bǒ] (159 ms).  The durational distance 
between them is only 6 ms, which is below the JND threshold for auditory discrimination.  The 
take-away from the evidence presented in this section is that duration is phonemic because it 
discriminates between singleton and geminate vowels.  The durational difference is generally twice 
or more the JND.   However, when the duration of [bô] and [bǒ] is compared, we see that it does 
not discriminate between them because their difference of 6 ms is below the threshold of audibility.  
Consequently, duration is not a strong cue for discriminating between geminate vowels that have 
different contour patterns.  The only acoustic correlate that contributes to phonemicity in High-
Low and Low-High contour tones is F0/pitch.     
 
4.2.4 Geminate Pronouns in Verb Conjugation 
 When a verb is conjugated in the declarative, the intentional, or the injunctive moods, the 
subject pronoun [ɔ̀] undergoes some changes in duration and in pitch, as seen by the IPA 
transcriptions in the three examples below: 
 
Declarative mood: [ɔ̀         bʊ̀ká    Kàsí] 
                              He/she helps   Kasi  
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Intentional mood:  [ɔ́ɔ́                             bʊ̀ká     Kàsi] 
                               He/she has decided   to help  Kasi. 
         He/she is helping Kasi 
 
Injunctive mood:   [ɔ̄ɔ̄                            bʊ̀ká       Kàsí] 
       Let him/her              help        Kasi. 
       Let him/her help Kasi. 
 
The mean duration measurements of the subject pronoun [ɔ̀] are displayed in Table 6.  All the 
words in the three grammatical moods are identical.  What we are focusing on in this analysis is 
the duration of the subject pronoun.  The focus is on the mean measurement, not on interspeaker 
variation. 
 
Duration                 Declarative Mood       Intentional Mood          Injunctive Mood 
Sentence /ɔ/ /bʊ/ /ka/ /Ka/ /si/ /ɔ́ɔ/ /bʊ/ /ka/ /Ka/ /si/ /ɔ̄ɔ̄/ /bʊ/ /ka/ /Ka/ /si/ 
Speaker 1 113 31 83 80 93 76 38 81 60 86 61 48 76 65 86 
Speaker 2 85 52 82 63 81 106 32 74 88 56 105 61 87 79 111 
Speaker 3 78 66 93 81 91 103 57 71 64 93 73 76 65 49 61 
Speaker 4 68 78 113 44 72 124 73 96 68 61 103 68 131 77 77 
Speaker 5 57 39 97 70 62 65 51 101 79 57 124 54 103 76 64 
Speaker 6 61 57 82 71 117 75 62 88 60 89 94 75 67 62 49 
Speaker 7  72 31 65 69 77 86 67 147 78 73 80 39 94 76 82 
Speaker 8 79 39 59 61 94 90 55 103 72 110 115 61 116 86 113 
Speaker 9 56 69 105 69 70 106 67 78 72 77 109 79 104 60 60 
Speaker 10 110 83 114 63 89 140 65 99 86 83 92 94 111 82 60 
Mean 77 54 89 67 84 97 56 93 72 78 95 65 95 71 76 
St. dev. 20 19 18 10 15 23 13 22 10 17 19 16 21 11 21 
Table 6: Duration of Subject Pronouns 
 
The mean duration measurements of the subject pronouns in the three moods are respectively 77 
ms in the declarative mood, 97 in the intentional mood, and 95 ms in the injunctive mood.  A three- 
way comparison reveals that the subject pronoun [ɔ̀] is 20 ms longer in the intentional than in the 
indicative.  Similarly, it is 18 ms longer in the injunctive than the subject of the indicative.  In both 
instances, the durational difference is higher than the JND of 10 ms required for auditory 
discrimination.  In other words, duration is used by Anyi talkers and hearers to encode information 
about grammatical mood.  The arithmetic means of the subject pronoun in the intentional and the 
injunctive moods show that duration does not play any discriminatory role because the difference 
of 2 ms is below the threshold of audibility.  Discovery of temporal differences has been exploited 
in the Anyi orthography by spelling subject pronouns as follows:  
 
Declarative Mood Intentional Mood Injunctive Mood Meaning/Gloss 
<Mɪn> <Mɪ́ɪn> <Mɪn> I 
<ɛ> <ɛ́ɛ> <ɛ> You (Singular) 
<ɔ> <ɔ́ɔ> <ɔ> He/she/it 
<yɛ> <yɛ́ɛ> <yɛ> We 
<amɔ> <ámɔ́> <amɔ> You (Plural) 
<bɛ> <bɛ́ɛ> <bɛ> They 
Table 7: Acoustic Phonetic Informed Orthography 
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Since the vowels of subject pronouns in the declarative mood are not lengthened, they are 
represented in the orthography as a singleton.   Even though the vowel in the injunctive is long, it 
not geminated in the orthography because the first vowel of the verb bears a high tone, which is 
noted in the orthography.  Only vowel lengthening in the intentional mood is represented as 
geminates in the orthography.  Doubling the vowel in the subject pronoun alerts the reader that the 
following verbs is in the intentional mood.  When readers see a single vowel in the subject pronoun 
followed by a verb whose first vowel has a high tone, they know to read it with the intonation 
pattern of the injunctive mood.  Lastly, when they see a single vowel in the subject pronoun and a 
verb without any tonal mark, they know that they are dealing with the indicative mood.   Additional 
explanations about how the acoustic correlates are used to discriminate between grammatical 
mood are found in Koffi (2021b).   
 
4.2.5 Geminate Clitic Pronouns in Anyi 
 Zwicky (1985) provides six tests to help differentiate clitics from affixes. Twice in section 
2.12, page 286 of his paper, he notes that lengthening is one of the defining characteristic clitics.   
Hyman and Katamba (2010:81, 94) indicate that length plays a role in Luganda clitics.  Akinlabi 
and Liberman (2000) also provide examples which lead one to infer that length plays some role in 
clitic pronouns in Yoruba.   The following examples from Anyi leave no doubt that clitic pronouns 
bring about vowel gemination:  
 
1. ɔ’a                le               Aya 
[wa               lé     ájà] 
He/she has   rescued      Aya 
 
2. ɔ’a                 le               yi 
[wa               lé      jì] 
He/she has    rescued      her 
 
3. ɔ’a                le                  Æ       
[wa               lé     ___̀_] 
He/she   has rescued        her 
 
The main syntactic operations that take place in Sentences 2 and 3 are pronominalization and 
pronominal deletion.  In the first sentence, the direct object of the verb [lé] is the proper noun 
<Aja> ([ájà]).  In Sentence 2, [ájà] has been replaced by the direct object pronoun [jì].  This 
pronoun has an underlying low tone (Quaireau 1987:174).   In the third sentence, the direct object 
pronoun [jì] has been deleted.  This is represented by [Æ].  However, even though [jì] has been 
deleted, its low tone is left behind, which is represented as [___̀__].  This is a good example of the 
famous floating tones in African languages.    
 
In Autosegmental Phonology, a tone must be anchored onto a Tone Bearing Unit (a vowel 
or a syllabic nasal).   This means that the tone itself and its segmental anchor are interdependent 
and yet independent of each other.  As a result, the segment can be deleted, while the tone is left 
behind.  This explains why the low tone [___̀__] remains even after its segmental support [jì] has 
been deleted.   Now, since tones must find segmental supports onto which they can attach 
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themselves, the floating tone “sees” the vowel of the transitive verb [lé] and attaches itself to it. 
This is called “cliticization.”  The net result of this process is that, after the cliticization rule has 
applied, the vowel of [é] is lengthened and turns into [ê], with a High-Low contour pattern.  The 
spectrograph in Figure 5 provides further evidence that [é] has geminated into [ê]:  
 
 
Figure 5-Clitic Pronouns 
 
Duration measurements extracted from Figure 5 are displayed in Table 8 as follows:  
 
Duration (ms)   ɔ'a le Aya ɔ'a le yi ɔ'a le ¾ 
Speaker 1 153 183 249 
Speaker 2 127 194 226 
Speaker 3 158 208 258 
Speaker 4 210 175 313 
Speaker 5 170 178 291 
Speaker 6 139 184 215 
Speaker 7 253 221 215 
Speaker 8 143 130 221 
Average 169 184 248 
St. Dev. 42 26 36 
Table 8: Duration of Floating Tone Clitic Pronoun 
 
Here we focus only on the measurements of the verb transitive verb [lé] and its arithmetic means.  
When it is followed by the proper noun <Aya>, its duration is 169 ms.  When it is followed by the 
direct object pronoun [jì], it lasts 184 ms.  But when cliticization applies, it is lengthened to 248 
ms.  The duration of [lé] when it is lengthened with the tonal clitic pronoun is 79 ms longer than 
when [lé] occurs with the direct object noun Aya.  Similarly, it is 64 ms longer than when [lé] 
occurs before the direct object pronoun [jì].  In both cases, [lé] with the clitic pronoun is 3 times 
longer than the required JND for auditory discrimination. Again, Anyi talkers and hearers use 
vowel gemination to encode and decode grammatical information.  It is undeniable that terminal 
lengthening contributes to the duration of [lé] after cliticization.   But terminal lengthening alone 
is not responsible for the overall duration of 248 ms.   
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4.2.6 Morphophonologically Conditioned Geminate Nasals 
 The previous examples have focused on gemination of vowels.  Now, let’s turn our 
attention to gemination of nasal consonants.  Anyi has two ways of indicating number information 
on nouns.   The most common process is by placing the free morpheme [mɔ́] after the noun.  The 
other way is by prefixing /Ǹ/ to a noun.  This /Ǹ/ is a syllabic nasal with a low tone.  Welmers 
(1973:186) opines that it is a bound morpheme that can be traced back to Bantu noun class marker.  
Schaefer and Egbokhare (2020:49-55) provide additional evidence that this Bantu morpheme has 
survived in Akan languages.  When /Ǹ/ is prefixed to a root, some homorganic assimilation rules 
apply.  If the root begins with a voiced bilabial stop, /Ǹ/ becomes [m̀] and brings about an [m̀m] 
geminate.  If the root begins with a voiced alveolar stop, it yields [ǹn].  If the root begins with a 
voiced velar stop, then the surface form becomes [ŋ̀ŋ].  For voiced palatal nasals, we have [ɲ̀ɲ].   
Let’s illustrate the processes that we have just described with the words [dòró] (to broadcast), and 
[dá] (to lie down): 
 
Underlying Phonemic Representation  /dòró/            /dá/  
Prefixation     Ǹ+tòró         Ǹ+dá 
Voicing Assimilation                               Not applicable    Not applicable 
Geminations                                                    Ǹ+nòró        Ǹ+ná                  
 Surface Phonetic Representation  [ǹnórò] [ǹnàá]5 
 
We see that the nouns [ǹnòró] (evening news) and [ǹnàá] (bed, sleeping place) both begin with 
nasal geminates in their surface forms. Words that have word-initial nasal geminates are very 
common in Anyi.  Nearly all of them can be traced to prefixation even though in some instances 
the original root does not appear in the language anymore.  Gemination is so productive that when 
Anyi borrows words from French, the rule applies to them.  A case in point is <docteur> (medical 
doctor, healthcare professionals) which becomes [ǹnɔtɔrɔ].   In the colonial days, when mobile 
medical vans were common, medical staffs would go to visit villages.  Since they went as a team, 
healthcare professionals were/are referred to in the plural.   Geminates involving nasal consonants 
are hard for linguists who are not non-native speakers to perceive accurately.  We see this in how 
Quaireau’s (1987:30, 90) transcription of Anyi words vacillates between singletons and geminates.  
On page 39, he transcribes [m̀màá] (children) with two [m̀m]s, but on page 90, he transcribes the 
same word with one [m] as [màá].   
 
Figure 6 displays the measurements of the nasal murmur of the [m] sound in [m̀màá] 
(children) and [mã̀ tã̀ ] (to draw near to) produced by an Anyi speaker:  
 
 
5 The vowel of monosyllabic verbs is lengthened but we do not account of it in the derivation because it is not 
relevant to the current analysis. 
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Figure 6: Duration of Nasal Murmur 
 
The spectrograph shows that the nasal murmur of the geminate [m̀m] in [m̀màá] is almost twice 
as long as the nasal murmur of the singleton [m] in [mã̀ tã̀ ].  Measurements averaged over seven 
speakers yield the same results.   
 
Duration (ms) [m̀màá] [mã̀ tã̀ ]   
Speaker 1 220 148 
Speaker 2 215 95 
Speaker 3 202 110 
Speaker 4 163 75 
Speaker 5 184 91 
Speaker 6 136 72 
Speaker 7 258 130 
Average 196 103 
St. Dev. 40 28 
Table 9: Duration of Nasal Murmur 
 
The arithmetic means of [m̀m] and [m] confirm that morphologically conditioned nasal geminates 
and singletons exist in Anyi.  The temporal difference between the geminate [m̀m] and the 
singleton [m] is of 93 ms.   
 
Summary 
The duration JNDs discussed in this paper apply to all languages because the auditory 
system of all human beings is identical irrespective of their native languages.  It is also quite 
possible that the intrinsic durational hierarchy found in English apply to articulatory timing in 
other languages since human speech organs are similar and are regulated by the same aerodynamic 
forces.  For the time being, these statements are mere conjectures because large scale acoustic 
phonetic measurements of duration are not available in many languages.  The acoustic phonetic 
data on duration is fragmentary at best.  Yet, we can deduce from the scanty empirical data that 
duration is an important correlate in speech intelligibility for two main reasons.  First, there is 
evidence from nearly 30 languages that it contributes to lexical and grammatical differentiation.  
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Secondly, it serves as a secondary cue that talkers and hearers rely on to encode and decode voicing 
contrast among consonants and allophonic contrast among vowels. When duration has been fully 
investigated, it will turn out that it plays additional unsuspected roles in speech intelligibility.   The 
example from Anyi alone shows that duration is important for the intelligibility of floating tones, 
for perceiving a modal difference between the declarative on the one hand, and the intentional and 
the injunctive on the other.  Duration also conveys morphophonological meaning.  In a nutshell, 
duration is an important acoustic cue for communicating linguistic and paralinguistic information.  
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